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INTERIOR MOLDED DOORS DIRECT SETTLEMENT
Information contained in this summary is subject to change.
You have the right to file on your own and can obtain information directly from the court approved website.

CASE OVERVIEW: If you purchased interior molded doors at any time from October 19, 2014 to December 31,
2018 you may be eligible to receive money from a $56 million settlement. Jeld-Wen and Masonite have each
agreed to pay $28 million to a class of direct buyers.
The doormakers were first hit with the claims nearly two years ago in a suit brought by a building materials
supplier in Virginia federal court, accusing the companies of using their market dominance to fix the prices for a
popular type of indoor door.
With 85% of the market for interior molded doors in their grasp, Jeld-Wen and Masonite were able to
coordinate a series of excessive price hikes, aided by their virtually universal control over interior molded
doorskins, a key component of the manufacturer of those doors, the suit claimed.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

WHO IS ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS SETTLEMENT: All persons or entities that purchased interior molded
doors in the United States directly from any Defendant at any time from October 19, 2014 to December 31,
2018 (the “Settlement Class Period”).
FILING DEADLINE: TBD

About DSG: In today’s fast-paced business climate, companies contend with many challenges while striving to be competitive as well as profitable.
Each year corporations miss opportunities to recoup thousands of dollars they are owed from various types of class action settlements related to
price fixing or overcharges. Taking the necessary action to follow-up on these matters can be time-consuming, as well as costly, for company
executives focused on maintaining daily operations along with performing a myriad of other managerial responsibilities vital to the company’s
success. Dynamic Settlement Group (DSG) assists companies recover settlement money owed to them so they can focus critical time and energy on
the more substantive aspects of their business. Our simple, yet effective, approach is rooted in expertise, efficiency and value. We manage the
claims management process from start-to-finish so companies and their busy executives don’t have to. DSG prepares and submits the court filings,
conducts case monitoring and manages all of the communication and correspondence with the Claims Administrator to ensure organizations receive
the maximum refund amount they are owed. Dynamic means “a system or process characterized by constant activity and progress”. As our name
implies, DSG works tirelessly for its clients, pursuing claims recovery and securing monetary returns on their behalf.

